Jeudi 26 Novembre 2015

À: Président Emanm Konsey Sekwity nasyon ini

Obje: demand jètis ak reparasyon

Président

Kè mwen renpli ak chagris le mapi Espa, let sa a pon m. Fe sòny d'aprè Konvansyon ki syen nan le mond atoutse dwe resepte dwa tout moun.
Mwe rele Camène att, do a mapi viv nan fòmòte demòn yèl Sekson Premier bole Komin mibalo.
Mwen te mibalo ep ekipe natalie Lundy le Kolera Tout pran mwen, mwen vomin, dya re Vanti femal de mandle nan tout Ko m, mwen kote a mwen Konmawe bò swen nan ki pemèt mwen tarbere pou Konte a mapi amande mounes reparasyon a jètis espidomais man, pou Kounye a mwen doubè nan Ko m, gen pa Fwa se Soulay tèt. Jean elatje

Camène att dor

K.K. K. K: Bank- Moon
Secretarè general des natjon la Unis
Evans Paul
Premier mounse de la république D'Haiti
Thursday, November 26, 2015

To: President and Members of the United Nations Security Counsel
Secretary General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-Moon
Premier Minister de la Republique D’Haiti, Evans Paul

Objective: Demand for Justice and Reparation

President:

I am full of sadness as I write this letter to restate that according to the signed convention, all world leaders are committed to upholding the human rights of all.

My name is Camene Altidor. I reside in Demon, Fourth Section of Kret Brile in the commune of Mirebalais.

I was in Mirebalais where I was caring for Natalie Lundy when I became sick with cholera; the symptoms included vomiting, diarrhea, and severe stomach cramps. I felt very weak all over and was hooked up to an IV for three days.

At this time, I am asking MINUSTAH for justice and reparation; I am asking to be compensated because I am now living with pain and ache all over. I have not fully recovered from the side effects of that disease.

Thank you,

Camene Altidor

CC: Ban Ki Moon, General Secretary of the UN
Evans Paul, Prime Minister of the Republic of Haiti